
Preonditioned Iterative Methods on Sparse SubspaesKazufumi Ito� Jari Toivanen�Deember 10, 2004AbstratWhen some rows of the system matrix and a preonditioner oinide preonditionediterations an be redued to a sparse subpae. Taking an advantage of this property anlead to onsiderable memory and omputational savings. This is partiularly usefulwith the GMRES method. We onsider the iterative solution of disretized partialdi�erential equation on this sparse subspae. With a domain deomposition methodand a �titious domain method the subspae orresponds a small neighborhood of aninterfae. As numerial examples we solve the Helmholtz equation using a �titiousdomain method and an ellipti equation with jump in the di�usion oeÆient using aseparable preonditioner.Key words: Subpae iteration, preonditioning, Krylov subspae method, domain de-omposition method, �titious domain method, interfae problem1 IntrodutionIn this paper we onsider the generi idea of preonditioned iterations on a subspae forsolving a linear equation Au = f . Partiularly we are interested in subspaes whih havespeial sparsity struture, that is, a large part of omponents of vetors on a subspae arezero. Suh subspaes arise when a part of the rows of the matrix A and a preonditioneroinide. In suh a ase the iterative solution an be arried out on a sparse subspae [4℄.A ommonly used lass of iterative methods is the Krylov subspae methods. Withsuh an iterative method iterants belong to a Krylov subspae whih is sparse. This isespeially useful property when we solve problems with the GMRES method [8℄. This anlead to vast redution on omputational e�ort and memory requirement if the dimensionof the sparse subspae is small. In Setion 2 we will onsider the Krylov subspae methods.Our examples are based on disretized partial di�erential equations, but due to the alge-brai de�nition of subspae iterations they are appliable for any linear systems. Probablythe most well-known methods whih an use sparse subspaes are domain deompositionmethods with exat subdomain solvers; see [7, 9℄, for example. The basi idea is divide thedomain into subdomains and then onstrut a preonditioner using exat solvers in them.Then the iterations an be redued on the boundaries of the subdomains. Blok Jaobiand Gauss-Seidel preonditioners are the simplest examples of methods in this lass. Wewill give a desription of these methods in Setion 3.�Center for Researh in Sienti� Computation, Box 8205, North Carolina State University, Raleigh,NC 27695{8205. Email: kito�nsu.edu, jatoivan�nsu.edu1



Another lass of methods apable using sparse subspaes are alled algebrai �titiousdomain methods [7℄ whih are also often alled as domain imbedding methods [1℄, apai-tane matrix methods [2℄. The basi idea of these methods is embed the original domainand problem into a larger simple-shaped domain where a more eÆient solution methodlike a fast diret solver [10℄ an be used. These methods have lead espeially eÆient it-erative solution proedures for sattering problems modeled using the Helmholtz equation[3, 5℄. We will give an example of a �titious domain method in Setion 4.Many problems have interfaes due to material parameter hanges. For suh problemsit is often possible to onstrut an eÆient preonditioner whih oinides with the systemmatrix exept the rows orresponding to unknowns near-by the interfae. We will onsiderthis kind of an example in Setion 5. Also for ompliated boundary onditions it mightbe useful to onstrut a preonditioner based on a simpler boundary ondition. This leadsto a similar situation as with interfaes.2 General FormulationWe onsider the iterative solution of a system of linear equations Au = f with a nonsingular right preonditioner B. The square matrix A an be singular in whih ase asolution exists only if f belongs to the range of A. The system to be solved readsAB�1v = f (2.1)and after we have the vetor v the solution vetor u of the original problem is given byu = B�1v: (2.2)Other possibilities would be to onsider the left preonditioned system B�1Au = B�1for to hange the Eulidean inner produt in the iterative method to be the B-inner produt.In all these ases we an take an advantage of the sparsity of arising subspaes in a mannersimilar to the one onsidered in the following.The sparse subspae is X = range(A�B) \ range(A): (2.3)That is, the ith omponent xi of x on X an be nonzero only if the ith row of the matriesA�B and A are both nonzero. From the sparsity point of view it is advantageous to makethe dimension of X as small as possible. This should not be done in a way whih inreasesthe omputational ost of the multipliation of a vetor by B�1 or whih deteriorates theonditioning of AB�1, sine this inreases the number of iterations.In order to perform iterations on the sparse subspae X we de�ne v̂ = v� f . Then wehave AB�1v̂ = f �AB�1f = �(A�B)B�1f = f̂ 2 X; (2.4)where we have used the identity AB�1 = (A�B)B�1 + I. We de�ne the equation�(A�B)B�1 + I� v̂ = f̂ : (2.5)We solve (2.5) on the Krylov subspaespanfr;AB�1r; : : : ; (AB�1)m�1rg; (2.6)2



whih is a subspae of X provided that r 2 X. Then any iterative method based on thisKrylov subspae for the solution of (2.5) generates a sequene of approximate solutions v̂kon X if the initial guess v0 belongs to X. Hene all required operations are arried out onthe sparse subspae X.The basi operations of the type(A�B)B�1x; x 2 X (2.7)performed during the iteration require the solution B�1x on the range of (A� B)T . Thedimension of this range is usually the same order as the dimension of X. For a Poisson orHelmholtz equation in a retangular domain with a suitable disretization a speial partialsolution tehnique for B�1x an be used; see [3, 4, 5℄ and referenes therein. This anredue the omputational ost of these solutions onsiderably.The dimension m of the subspae X depends on an appliation. In the following weonsider linear systems arising from the �nite element or �nite di�erene disretization ofpartial di�erential equations. Furthermore, the subspaes are going to orrespond an inter-fae. Let n denote the dimension of A then m is O(n1=2) for problems in two-dimensionaldomains and m is O(n2=3) for problems in three-dimensional domains. For example, for alarge three-dimensional problem n ould be millions while m would be only order of tensof thousands. Hene, by taking advantage of the sparse subspae X we an redued thememory usage by the fator of 100.3 Domain Deomposition MethodsLet us onsider the numerial solution of a partial di�erential equation, for example, thePoisson equation, in a domain 
. A �nite element or �nite di�erene disretization leadsto a linear system Au = f , where A has only a few nonzero entries per row. For simpliitywe onsider domain deomposition methods only with two subdomains, and linear �niteelements or ompat �nite di�erene stenils for the disretization. The methods anbe easy generalized for several subdomains and more general disretizations. In order toonstrut algebraily domain deomposition preonditioners we express A in the blok formA = �A11 A12A21 A22� : (3.1)Then blok Jaobi and blok Gauss-Seidel preonditioners areB = �A11 00 A22� and B = �A11 0A21 A22� ; (3.2)respetively. These preonditioners orrespond Shwarz domain deomposition methodswith an overlap of one mesh/grid step [9℄. For the blok Jaobi and blok Gauss-Seidelpreonditioners the sparse subspaes X are the ranges of the matriesA�B = � 0 A12A21 0 � and A�B = �0 A120 0 � ; (3.3)respetively. The subspae for the blok Jaobi orresponds to the unknowns on theboundaries of the overlap while the subspae for the blok Gauss-Seidel orresponds tothe unknowns on the boundaries of the overlap whih are inside the �rst subdomain (or-responding to the �rst blok). 3



For the blok Jaobi preonditioner we haveAB�1 = �A11 A12A21 A22��A�111 00 A�122 � = � I A12A�122A21A�111 I � : (3.4)Therefore, the eigenvalues of AB�1 depend on the strength of oupling bloks A12A�122 andA21A�111 . For a stritly (blok) diagonally dominant matrix A the eigenvalues belong to adis entered at one with radius less than one. For the blok Gauss-Seidel we haveAB�1 = �A11 A12A21 A22�� A�111 0�A�122 A21A�111 A�122 � = �I �A12A�122 A21A�111 A12A�1220 I � : (3.5)The eigenvalues of AB�1 are the eigenvalues of I � A12A�122 A21A�111 and ones. By usingmore detailed blok strutures for A and B whih have also bloks orresponding to Xshows that only the eigenvalues orresponding to X an be di�erent from one.A Neumann-Dirihlet domain deomposition preonditioner is based on a nonoverlap-ping deomposition of the domain 
. On the �rst domain we impose a Neumann boundaryondition on the interfae between the subdomains while in the seond subdomain we im-pose a Dirihlet boundary ondition on the interfae. This preonditioner an be obtainedby modifying the blok Gauss-Seidel preonditioner. It has the formB = �A11 +D 0A21 A22� : (3.6)For the Poisson equation disretized with linear �nite elements D is suh a diagonal matrixthat the rows sums of A11+D orresponding to range(A12) are zero. E�etively this meansthat the �rst subdomain is redued by the overlap and that a Neumann boundary onditionis posed in the �rst subdomain on the interfae between the subdomains.For the Neumann-Dirihlet domain deomposition the subspae X is the range of thematrix A�B = �D A120 0 � ; (3.7)whih oinides with the subspae for the blok Gauss-Seidel preonditioner. We haveAB�1 = �(A11 �A12A�122 A21)(A11 +D)�1 A12A�1220 I � : (3.8)The hoie D = �A12A�122 A21 leads to perfet onditioning. In this ase, we would need tosolve linear systems with the Shur omplement matrix A11�A12A�122 A21 whih is usuallyomputationally too expensive. Choosing D instead as in the Neumann-Dirihlet domaindeomposition still leads to optimal onditioning for the Poisson equation; see [7, 9℄ andreferenes therein. Here optimal means that the eigenvalues of AB�1 belong to a disentered at one with radius less than one and independent of the mesh/grid step size.4 Algebrai Fititious Domain MethodsHere we are solving a partial di�erential equation in a domain 
 whih an be embeddedto a larger, simple shaped domain �. The aim is to solve more eÆiently an extendedproblem in �. We use the notation A11u1 = f1 for the system of linear equations obtainedusing a �nite element or �nite di�erene method in 
. Furthermore, we denote the matrix4



obtained by disretizing the extended problem in � by B. Often there is an eÆient way,for example, a fast diret solver [10℄, to solve problems with B. Then it is natural idea toto use B as a preonditioner. The dimension of B is larger than the dimension of A11. Weintrodue a ompatible blok presentation of B asB = �B11 B12B21 B22� ; (4.1)where the matrix blok B11 orresponds to A11. Now we extend A11 to A in (2.1). Themost trivial way is the zero extension, that is,A = �A11 00 0� : (4.2)The matrix A is singular but this does not ause any diÆulties with our sparse subspaemethod. In general the trivial extension by zeros does not lead to good onditioning forAB�1. Thus, we use the following two forms of extensions whih areA = �A11 A120 A22� and A = �A11 0A21 A22� : (4.3)They are alled as the upper extension and the lower extension, respetively. One possibleupper extension is given by A12 = B12 and A22 = B22, and similarly one lower extensionis given by A21 = B21 and A22 = B22. For some problems these extensions are optimal inthe same sense as in Setion 3. Then, for the upper and lower extensions the subspae Xis given by the ranges of the matries�A11 �B11 0�B21 0� and �A11 �B11 �B120 0 � ; (4.4)respetively. When A11 and B11 oinide then these subspaes are about the same size.Now we disuss the onditioning of the matrix AB�1. Usually it is easier to studythe inverse of AB�1. For example, let A be the lower extension of A11 as in (4.3) withA21 = B21 and A22 = B22. Then we have�AB�1��1 = BA�1 = �(B11 �B12B�122 B21)A�111 B12B�1220 I � : (4.5)Furthermore, if we assume A11 = B11 then this matrix is the same as the matrix for theblok Gauss-Seidel domain deomposition (3.5) with the matries A and B interhanged.Thus, the analysis of �titious domain methods and domain deomposition methods arevery similar.Let us onsider a modi�ation of the above upper extension whih is motivated by theNeumann-Dirihlet domain deomposition. Here the original problem orresponding to A11is a Dirihlet boundary value problem. We onsider the extension with A22 = B22 + D,that is, A = �A11 B120 B22 +D� : (4.6)Then we have �AB�1��1 = �B11A�111 (I �B11A�111 )B12(B22 +D)�1B21A�111 (B22 �B21A�111 B12)(B22 +D)�1� : (4.7)5



Figure 1: A 41� 25 mesh for the NACA0012 airfoil and the nodes assoiated to X.n m k81� 49 171 31161� 97 339 37321� 193 671 47641� 385 1334 56Table 1: The dimensions and the number of GMRES iterations for four di�erent meshes.If A11 = B11 then the hoie D = �B21B�111 B12 would lead to perfet onditioning, butit is not omputationally feasible. As before hoosing D so that B22 + D orresponds aNeumann boundary value problem leads to good onditioning and small omputationalost. The following example uses a generalization of this extension.We onsider the time-harmoni eletromagneti sattering by the NACA0012 airfoil inTM-mode. The sattered eletri �eld u is the solution of the Helmholtz equation�u+ k2u = 0 in 
; u = g on �
 n ��; Bu = 0 on ��; (4.8)where k is the wave number, � is a retangular domain enlosing the airfoil � n
, g is theinident �eld, and B is a seond-order absorbing boundary ondition operator [3℄.The length of the airfoil is one and its leading edge is at the origin. The retangulardomain � is [�0:5; 1:5℄ � [�0:6; 0:6℄ and the wave number k is 8�. Thus, the airfoil isfour wavelength long. The inident angle of a plane wave is 45Æ. The linear �nite elementdisretization with mass lumping is performed on a retangular mesh whih is loally �ttedto the boundary of 
. We use an upper extension alled the absorbing extension for A11;see [3, 5℄, for example. The preonditioner B is the same operator disretized on thefully retangular mesh. Linear systems with B an be eÆiently solved using the PSCR-method; see [3℄ and referenes therein. A oarse mesh and the sparse subspaeX are shownin Figure 1. We have used four meshes having 10, 20, 40, and 80 nodes per wavelength.Table 1 gives the dimension n of A, the dimension m of X, and the number k of GMRESiterations to redue the norm of the residual by the fator 10�6.5 Interfae ProblemsWe have a domain � whih is divided into nonoverlapping subdomains. On eah subdomaina partial di�erential equation is given and there are ontinuity onditions for the solutionon the interfaes between the subdomains. In this ase it might be easier to onstruta preonditioner B whih satis�es the partial di�erential equations in the interior of thesubdomains, but whih does not satisfy the given ontinuity onditions. A disretization6



Figure 2: A oarse grid for the interfae problem and the grid points assoiated to X.n m k49� 49 144 1399� 99 270 18199� 199 542 21Table 2: The dimensions and the number of GMRES iterations for three di�erent grids.leads to a system of linear equations in the blok formAu = �A11 A12A21 A21��u1u2� = �f1f2� = f; (5.1)where the �rst blok row orresponds to the union of the interiors of the subdomains andthe seond blok row orresponds to a small neighborhood of the interfae. Then thepreonditioner has the ompatible blok formB = �B11 B12B21 B22� = �A11 A12A21 B22� : (5.2)The dimension of X is the same as the dimension of the matrix blok A22.As an example we onsider an ellipti equation with a jump in the di�usion oeÆient.Let � be the unit square and 
 is a subdomain of �. We onsider the solution of theequation�r � �ru = f in � n �
; [u℄ = �� �u�n� = 0 on �
; u = 0 on ��; (5.3)where [ � ℄ denotes the jump. The funtion � is 10 in 
 and 1 in �n
. Saling the equationby 1=�, we obtain the Poisson equation with the interfae ondition for uxes on �
. Wedisretize the saled equation with a seond-order aurate �nite di�erene sheme [6℄.The preonditioner B is the Laplae equation disretized using the standard �ve point�nite di�erene stenil. Figure 2 shows a oarse grid and the grid points assoiated tothe subspae X. Table 2 gives the dimension n of the problem, the dimension m of thesubspae X, and the number k of GMRES iterations to redue the norm of the residualby the fator 10�6 for three di�erent grids.6 ConlusionsWe have onsider a simple idea to redue preonditioner iterations on a sparse subspae. Weshowed that this is partiularly useful when solving disretized partial di�erential equations7
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